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What is LCOGT 

Privately funded organization 

 registered charity 

 ~40 people 

 main offices in Santa Barbara, CA 

 operational offices in Liverpool, UK 

 

Dedicated to time-domain astronomy 

 members of Pan-STARRS, LSST, PTF 

 staff involved with SN Legacy Survey, Kepler, 
SuperWASP, RoboNet 

 collaborations strongly encouraged 

(Las Cumbres Observatory Global Telescope) 



What is LCOGT 

Building world-wide network of telescopes 

 fully robotic, controlled by scheduling algorithms 

 identical design, instrumentation 

 will be available to astronomical community & 
schools 

 all software developed & mechanical designs open-
source 

Astronomy Staff 

 2 staff astronomers  

 8 post-docs 

 2 PhD students 

(Las Cumbres Observatory Global Telescope) 



Complete network 

 2x2m, ~12x1m, ~22x0.4m 

 SUPA-II grant from St Andrews → +3x1m telescopes 

 22x1m mirrors ordered 

http://lcogt.net/ 

Operational sites 
Planned sites 
Under consideration 



Status of new telescopes 

Working 1m prototype in SBA 

 still testing fully robotic controls 

CTIO:  

 initial site work for foundations finished 

 awaiting 1.0m domes and Aqawans 

 soon to follow → 1.0m and 2x0.4m 

 ready March 2011  

SAAO: 

 foundations ready 

 deployment of 1m and 2x0.4m after CTIO 

 expected ~Q3 2011 

SAAO 

CTIO 
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The RoboNet project 

 using LCOGT telescopes together with Liverpool Telescope 
(currently FTN, FTS, LT) 

 follow-up on microlensing alerts by OGLE/MOA 

 operate robotically with real-time automatic target selection 

 occasional use of ToOs 
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Performing the observations 

 new microlensing events picked up from internet alerts 

 targets selected through prioritization algorithm and 
submitted to network 

 calculates optimal required sampling for each event 

 maximize planet detection probability 

 requires complete LCOGT network for optimal performance 

 Adaptive Scheduling - priorities reassessed every few 
minutes 



eSTAR 

 RoboNet was depending on eSTAR system 

 collecting and distributing observation requests to network 

 dealt with translating observing request → telescope babble 



eSTAR 

STFC funding cuts in UK 



eSTAR 

STFC funding cuts in UK 



Queue observations online 



Edit active groups 



Active status page 



Data Reduction Pipeline 

 intercepts incoming images from telescopes 

 performs initial quality assessment 

 initiates Difference Image Analysis Pipeline 

 creates template reference image 

 automatic target identification 

 geometric and photometric alignment of all images to reference 

 matches the seeing between reference and each image 

 subtracts each scaled image from reference 

 variable stars leave a positive or negative residual 

 fits PSF to target position 

 updates photometry & webpages, distributes lightcurves 
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DIA results online 



Anomaly detection 

 uses ARTEMiS system hosted in St Andrews 

 receives new data by rsync from RoboNet-II cluster  

 data from other telescopes also included, if available 

 identifies new points that are deviating 

 action requests: check, anomaly, ordinary 

 no manual intervention needed 

 can trigger automatic overrides to confirm/deny anomalies 



robonet.lcogt.net  

 can submit manual requests for 
observations & ToOs 

 online logs of observations (active 
and expired) 

 displays real-time status of system 

 allows interactive inspection of 
pipeline results 

 hosts event prioritization pages 

 displays relative priorities 

 event parameters & reduction 
information 

 single-lens lightcurve fits 

 detection maps 



Event pages 



FTN: 2010 at a glance 

Open = 79.4%

Weather = 17.4%

Tech = 3.2%

FTN 2010 at a glance FTN 2010 CCD open shutter times  

RobSci = 63.12%

Stds = 13.05%

Skyflats = 3.08%

ToO = 1.80%

Eng = 1.37%

RTI = 17.54%



Weather conditions (Hawaii) 



FTS: 2010 at a glance 

RobSci = 72.95%

Stds = 6.87%

Skyflats = 3.67%

ToO = 5.38%

Eng = 0.2%

RTI = 10.93%

FTS 2010 at a glance FTS 2010 CCD open shutter times  

Open = 47.8%

Weather = 42.4%

Tech = 9.8%



Observing conditions (Siding 
Spring) 



2010 Observation summary 

FTN: 46hrs 
27% 

FTS: 53hrs 
25% 

LT: 120 hrs 
48% 

Fraction of Images per Telescope 

Used 4960 
79% 

Rejected 
1344 
21% 

Total Nr of Images rejected 

Flex 
80% 

ToO 
20% 

ToO vs. Flexible time used 



Events followed 



Events followed 

 Observed ~200 events 

 Used ~220 hours 

  140 events: 

  <13 observations 

  used 16% of time 

  13 events (inc. planet cand.): 

 >100 observations 

 used 36% of time 

  48% of total time went to 
remaining events 

 

 



MOA-2010-073 



MOA-2010-073 



MOA-2010-232 

 one of faintest microlensing events 

 target invisible on raw images,  

  barely visible even on subtracted frames 

 re-reduction requested 22/06/2010 

 no evidence for second peak 



MOA-2010-232 

 one of faintest microlensing events 

 target invisible on raw images,  

  barely visible even on subtracted frames 

 re-reduction requested 22/06/2010 

 no evidence for second peak 



MOA-2010-117 



MOA-2010-117 



MOA-2010-328 



MOA-2010-328 



MOA-2010-477 



MOA-2010-477 



MOA-2010-523 



MOA-2010-523 



Current status 

 currently 3 robotic telescopes 

 expand system to use new LCOGT telescopes  

 collaboration with other microlensing teams (RoboNet leading 
analysis of 073) 

 use new SPECTRAL camera in 2011 

 to draw conclusions about planet populations must understand 
selection bias of surveys 

 move towards a fully automated observing strategy. 

 simulate full network performance 



Future plans 

Lucky Imaging 

 can deliver near diffraction limited 
images 

 takes images fast enough to 
“freeze-out” motion of 
atmospheric turbulence 

Polarization signals 

 polarization should be detectable 
when extended sources are being 
microlensed 

 if detected, can constrain lensing 
geometry and break parameter 
degeneracies 

 submitted a proposal to look for 
polarization in 2011 



Thank you for your attention 

  References: 

 RoboNet → Tsapras et al (2009, AN, 330, 4) 

 Target prioritisation → Horne, Snodgrass, Tsapras (2009, MNRAS, 396, 4, 2087) 

 Difference imaging → Bramich (2008, MNRAS, 386, 77) 

 Anomaly detection → Dominik et al (2008, AN, 329, 248) 
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